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Topic Descriptions 
PSLI 2021 

 
“Mark Ye Well Her Bulwarks” Ps 46: 11-15  -Titus Cooley, Salmon Arm, B.C. 
 
The blessings of a Christian school are more than we sometimes realize, and a step back is occasionally necessary 
to recognize the magnitude of these benefits. While not without deficiencies and challenges, our schools do 
contribute greatly to our churches and communities. What components of our schools are worthy of noting and 
preserving? 
 
Why I Am Passionate About Christian Education  -Anthony Hurst, Myerstown, PA 
 
After investing more than two and a half decades in the Christian Day School, Bro. Anthony is still passionate about 
Christian Education. What perspectives keep this veteran teacher "on the firing line"? 
 
 
“Not Ignorant of his Devices” (II Cor. 2:11)   -Lavern Miller, Estacada, OR 
 
Obviously, Christians should be aware of Satan’s tactics. But how readily do we identify his attempts to destroy 
unity and purpose in our schools? What could be an opportunity for brotherhood co-operation too frequently 
becomes a boxing ring. Beware, “lest Satan should get an advantage of us”.  
 
 
Interpreting Reality   -Anthony Hurst 
 
In multiple messy situations in Egypt, Joseph correctly interpreted the realities of what he faced, providing us 
examples of the critical functions of leadership in difficult times. Effective leadership requires the ability to see 
situations for what they truly are. This requires broad vision for finding facts, identifying assumptions and biases, 
and planning a positive path forward. How can we correctly interpret our situations?  
 
 
Intentional Board Functions   -Trevor Derstine, Madras, OR 
 
How can board meetings be designed to purposely address the needs of our schools? What methods are advisable 
for keeping all board members engaged rather than just a hardworking principal or chairman? What prearranged 
plans work for keeping the board in touch with teachers and school life? How can deliberate decision making and 
following up be performed with clarity, and can we bring closure to stress points?  
 
 
Intentional School Documentation   -Larry Stadeli, Rochester, WA 
 
Medical forms, student files with enrollment and academic records, parental consent forms, teacher hiring 
agreements… is this stuff really necessary?  
 
 
Intentional Ministerial Involvement   -Mike Hofer, Stirling, AB 
 
What is the church leaders’ role in the school? How can they stay informed without meddling, give direction 
without micromanaging, and influence without intimidating?  
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Intentional School Structure   -Anthony Hurst 
 
How do routines help school administration and classroom management? What is the difference between 
structure that serves and structure that enslaves? What are the symptoms of too little structure? Who should 
identify structure-related needs and initiate change?  
 
 
Women’s Workshop:  A Woman and Her Words:  “In her mouth is the law of kindness”  (Proverbs 31:26)   
-Valerie Hurst, Myerstown, PA 
“Death and life are in the power of the tongue.”  Support or criticism? Encouragement or shame? Up-building or 
downgrading?  Fair or biased?  What attitudes of the heart impact speech?  What role do women’s words fill in the 
weal or woe of the communal efforts of her husband?  Note: this topic will run twice, once in the morning and 
again in the afternoon.  
 
 
Teacher Tending   -Anthony Hurst 
 
Do your teachers know that you care? How? Are you practicing the Golden Rule? Giving affirmation? Diagnosing 
without directing? People don’t quit jobs, they quit people – are you giving your teachers reasons to continue 
teaching?  
 
 
History: Wisconsin vs. Yoder Explained   -Jonathan Erb, Hamilton, MT 
 
In 1972, the Amish were in the US Supreme Court defending the right to teach their children as their conscience 
dictated. Resulting precedents affect both our school and our constitutional rights for the practice of conscience. 
Do these precedents still stand secure?  
 
 
Our Schools and the Government   -TBD 
 
What are guidelines for both conscientiously and practically relating to laws concerning our schools? How should 
we relate to rules that are on the books only? Should we be compelled to follow the many details of the law, or 
does fulfilling the intended purpose of school laws suffice?  
 
 
Connecting with Your Community   -James Beachy, Estacada, OR 
 
Are you tapping into the resources in your church and local community? Do people you know have skills or stories 
that need to be communicated? How can your patrons involve themselves in school functions? Is your school 
reaching out with programs and service opportunities?  
 
 
Forum: How much school is enough?  -Nolan Bechtel, Estacada, OR 
 
Is where we stop formal education sufficient for 21st century living and service? What are the implications of 
stopping at 8th grade, continuing through 10th grade, or finishing 12th grade? This interactive topic will be 
addressed by listening to each other’s perspectives, but leaving the final conclusion to you and your community. 
Please come prepared to share your thoughts and join in the group discussion. 
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School as a Mission?  -Travis Kropf, Harrisburg, OR 
 
When non-member families wish to enroll students in our schools, should we do it? Can it work, or should our 
schools be exclusively our own? What criteria should govern our judgment? What guidelines promote success 
when it is attempted?  
 
 
The Value of Teacher Training   -Carson Bear, Salmon Arm, BC 
 
How does investment in teacher training return real dividends in our schools? What happens at WFTI? CLE Teacher 
Training?Shepherds’ Staff?CLE Workshops? Is your board giving financial support and informed direction to 
teacher training needs?  
 
 
Evaluating Student Performance   -Conrad Smucker, Chewelah, WA 
 
Placement tests, achievement tests, grading procedures, report cards… What data should we be concerned about 
and why? What collection and reporting systems should be established for consistency? How can we navigate the 
jungle of tests and test results?  
 
 
Facilitating Special Ed   -Matt Derstine, Madras, OR 
 
Why, how, and when should we facilitate special ed? When is adapting the curriculum or workload a sufficient 
response to challenged learners? Are there answers for cost and other practical considerations? How should we 
relate to strong or sensitive parental perspectives?  
 
 
Of Destinies and Ways   -MahlonZehr, Milton-Freewater, OR 
 
“A foolish man chooses his way and must accept his destiny, but a wise man chooses his destiny and accepts the 
way.” 
 
 
Book reports: 
“Handbook for Creative Teaching”  -Neal Hackman, LaGrande, OR 
YWAM Biographies, -Conrad Smucker, Chewelah, WA 
“Teaching with Love and Logic”  -Jonathan Miller, Milton-Freewater, OR 


